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WRS NEW DEVELOPMENTS
As part of its continuing strategy to bring new technology to the unforgiving field of environmental,
industrial, and utility remediation, WRS Environmental Services has launched a program to
significantly strengthen our clients' experience by introducing a mobile digital platform that allows
WRS field crews to immediately respond to redirected client priorities while further increasing
accountability.
WRS Acting President Courtney Lampasona stated, “WRS has introduced new technology to our
field crews to greatly enhance efficiencies in collecting and reporting data. This new software brings
added value to our clients while underscoring our commitment to acquire and deploy technology
that directly improves our ability to meet that one field constant: the unexpected.”
WRS Environmental Services partnered with The Sequel Group to create the custom software that
seamlessly integrates with WRS’ current platforms. It not only creates field efficiencies but improves
reporting and accountability, captures accurate asset and material information, and provides WRS’
clients with an intuitive dashboard they can access to receive collaborative analytics.
Mrs. Lampasona explained, “This mobile application allows our field crews to receive work orders,
change requests, real time status updates, and coordinate scheduled and unscheduled work. This
creates far more effective WRS `Rapid-Ready’ response teams which are crucial to our clients when
they are in need of remediation `stat!’”
The introduction of the digitized platform also eliminates time-wasting administrative paperwork
while strengthening the transparency and documentation that are essential to WRS projects.
Marc Makely, the CEO of The Sequel Group said, “We’ve worked closely with WRS for many years
in various capacities. In 2018, WRS implemented several of our available technologies to streamline
their field operations. As a result, they’ve seen vast improvements and gained many efficiencies. We
are proud to have WRS as our business partner.”
###
ABOUT WRS
For more than 25 years, WRS has been an outstanding provider of environmental, utility and
industrial services, with a strong emphasis on developing a highly trained and experienced

workforce. Utilizing state-of-the-art equipment and advanced technologies, WRS has built a
reputation for providing customers with quality workmanship and innovative, customized, turn-key
solutions.

